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By ALISON WICKLINE
THE PARTHENONMarshall University and other schools are confront-ing the prospects of fewer West Virginia high school graduates in the next several years, and the Board of Gov-ernors took up the issue at Wednesday’s meeting. Beth Wolfe, director of recruitment, said while Marshall’s enrollment has experienced increases, up-coming issues like a large population decrease of 18 to 25 year-olds and a 
generation that is reliant on the Internet and immedi-ate information are making higher education recruit-ment much more difficult. To combat these issues, Marshall’s recruitment team is working to make recruit-ment more personalized and accessible through technol-ogy. Video campus tours and student orientations are being made available on-line. A program that allows students to apply at college fairs and college visits is be-ing implemented. Wolfe also 
made it clear that Marshall’s online presence in regard to recruitment was growing. Board member Oshel Craigo expressed concerns about the ability of Marshall’s small recruiting staff (five traveling recruiters) to cover all the opportune areas. He also stressed the importance of relationships between high school counselors and individual recruiters; this is often disrupted because of the short employment time of recruiters. Wolfe said the Office of 
Recruitment is doing the best they can with the re-sources available to them. The board, with little discussion, approved the audited financial report for fiscal year 2012-2013, which was completed by the ac-counting firm of Deloitte and Touche. Audit partner Dennis Juran did emphasize that the report found no significant issues or problems within Marshall’s financial system, which is a huge achievement.Discussion regarding the financial status of Marshall 
remained positive for the most part, and Joseph Touma, chair of the Board of Governors, said he was opti-mistic about the university’s ability to handle the funding issues.“We have so many chal-lenges ahead of us, but the good thing is we can afford to be proactive,” Touma said.Chris Adkins, Univer-sity College adviser, and Tammy Reynolds, College of Arts and Media adviser, introduced two relatively new tools for students and 
advisers–Degree Works and the Student Success Collab-orative. Both programs are accessible online and allow students and advisers to view student progress more easily and quickly. For example, students can check their ongoing major requirements, possible op-tions of different majors and minors and advisors can monitor at risk students and provide them with personal, intensive advising. 
Board of Governors talk funding cuts, recruitment 
By MORGAN WRIGHT
THE PARTHENONThe Student Government As-sociation is beginning to take steps in creating a food pantry on campus. The food pantry will be located downstairs in the Memorial Student Center and will be open two days a week.The idea of the food pantry came about between SGA and 
the Office of Community En-gagement. They wanted to have a food pantry available for stu-dents in need. To get the food pantry started, Dean of Student Affairs Steve Hensley will be do-nating an estimate of $1,000 to initially stock the pantry. From there, the food pantry will be self-sustaining.SGA has been coming up with ideas on how to keep the pantry stocked. They have discussed having food drives and com-peting with other schools such as Ohio University or West Vir-ginia University to see who can donate the most food.SGA is currently working with the physical plant to get 
furniture for the office where the food pantry will be. It will be named Aisle 37, because of Marshall being founded in 1837.They have also decided to make the food pantry open to the community.“We want to help as many people as we can,” Chief of Staff Jordan Wooldridge said. “We are making it available for not only Marshall students, but peo-ple in the community and we hope we can get the communi-ties help to make it a success.”  Aisle 37 will either have pre-made bags that people can pick up or there will be a checklist of food that is available. Once you 
fill out the checklist they will provide you with what you need. SGA is hoping to have the grand opening before Thanksgiving.
Morgan Wright can be 
contacted at wright265@
marshall.edu.
SGA’s ‘Aisle 37’ 
food pantry
in the works
By JEREMY WRIGHT
THE PARTHENONA new organization has been formed at Marshall Uni-versity that teaches students to defend computer networks against malicious intruders.Marshall’s Cyber De-fense Team is a student organization consisting of 10 members. It coincides with the new Digital Forensics and Information Assurance program. Students will take 
on the role of a computer administrator defending the company network from mali-cious hackers. The Cyber Defense Team will compete against other col-leges in the nation as a part of the Mid-Atlantic section of the Collegiate Cyber Defense Com-petition (CCDC).Bill Gardner, assistant pro-fessor, is adviser to the Cyber Defense Team.“The students will be 
responsible for main-taining and defending a running network,” Gardner said. “The competition will simulate real-world threats. Not viruses, but sophisti-cated attacks aimed at taking down network functions.”Students will be tasked with fending off attacks from the Red Team, a group consisting of professional penetration experts, or hack-ers, who get paid to break 
into commercial computer systems and report potential vulnerabilities. There is also a Grey Team that simulates the experience of real users of the system.“Defending against the at-tackers is just one part of the equation,” Gardner said. “The Grey Team will be open-ing e-mails, visiting websites and clicking links that could cause potential problems to a network. Competitors have 
to make sure they’re cov-ering all factors, including things like building strong passwords and making sure unessential background ser-vices are closed.”The Cyber Defense Team meets each Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in Room G10 in the base-ment of the Morrow Library. The first competition will not take place until next semes-ter, so there is plenty of time for interested students to 
join. Students do not need to have any experience to join, but a basic understanding of networking would be very helpful, according to Gardner.Any interested students are encouraged to contact Gard-ner at gardner62@marshall.edu or the club’s president Rhonda Jackson at rwoudrm@marshall.edu.
Jeremy Wright can be 
contacted at wright75@
marshall.edu.
Cyber Defense Team teaches students to beef up network security
By JUSTIN DePAMPHILIS
THE PARTHENONWith autumn quickly moving by and All Hallow’s Day here al-
ready, campus once again finds itself visited by creepy ghouls and frightening creatures that go bump in the night. Many of the monsters stalking the halls of the dorms are much less morbid, but rather the dozens of young trick-or-treaters look-ing for both tricks and treats alike.For many of these young gob-lins and creepy creatures, this 
night is their first foray into the joy and fun to be had on Hal-loween. With parents in tow, they eagerly await the parade 
of sweets being handed out by students. What makes this such a special occasion is a safe and comfortable environment for these young trick-or-treaters to roam, far from the worry and potential dangers that distress parents.
“I absolutely love it,” said 
Eric Martinez-Fry, director of 
the INTO Center on campus. “I 
think it’s a rite of passage for all 
children in America and it’s re-
ally nice being able to do this on 
campus since it’s very safe espe-
cially for the little ones and it’s 
also fun to see the rest of the cam-
pus involved with the community 
like this. It’s really fantastic to 
also be able to introduce some of 
our international students to this 
tradition.”From Disney princesses to creepy zombies, the halls of the dorms across campus were teeming with all man-ner of imaginative and excited youngsters.
“I think its cool because you 
come and see what’s new. I think 
it’s really cool because everybody 
is into Halloween,” said Cleve-
land Ramey, who was dressed up 
as a frighteningly cool zombie.Not all was macabre how-ever, as there were plenty of instances of costumes of a more whimsical nature.
Free treats can’t be beat
Trick-or-treaters take over residence halls
See BOG| Page  5
PHOTOS BY SAMUEL SPECIALE | THE PARTHENON
Harley Amos, sophomore history major from 
Wheeling, W.Va., passes out candy to community 
trick-or-treaters in Towers West. A boy (below) 
dresses as Michelangelo from the “Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles” while trick-or-treating in Towers East. 
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Marshall group 
uses tombstones 
to represent 
liberties at risk
By ZACH HAUGHT
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University chap-ter of the Young Americans for Liberty displayed tombstones representing civil liberties in danger Wednesday in front of the Memorial Student Center.Young Americans for Liberty (YAL) is a nonpartisan national group that describes itself as “classically liberal and tradition-ally conservative.”Caitlin Grimes, junior political science major and president of Marshall’s chapter of YAL, said the group’s main focus is to edu-cate students on their liberties.“Our focus is educating stu-dents on current issues in the government that are dealing with liberties in the Constitution, and basically preparing them to be productive and educated members of the community once they graduate,” Grimes said.Grimes said the group is hoping that the display of tomb-stones encourages students to become more politically and so-cially active. “I think we’re all wanting to accomplish is students to take an interest in what the government is doing with their freedom both locally and federally and to take interest enough to maybe where they call their representatives in Congress and express their feel-ings, or maybe even get involved to preserving liberty,” Grimes said.Each tombstone represented a different issue being debated by the U.S. Supreme Court, includ-ing gun rights, religious freedom and the Affordable Care Act.“Forcing someone to be spoon-fed a policy they don’t want is not freedom,” Grimes said.Taxation was also an issue dis-cussed by YAL. Grimes said that using tax dollars for issues that go against a citizen’s religious beliefs, such as abortion, is not freedom.“Basically taxation is theft. When you take money from one person to give it to another, that’s stealing,” Grimes said. “Just be-cause the government does it doesn’t make it right.”The idea of using tombstones was one that the national group had used at a different univer-sity in 2012.  Grimes said the Marshall University College Re-publicans wanted to use the idea, so the two groups teamed up for the project.“We just thought it was a very visual effect of what civil liber-ties are in danger right now, and it’s Halloween. We may as make some fun out of it,” Grimes said.YAL will have a follow-up meeting in Room 105 of Corbly Hall at 8.pm. Monday. 
Zach Haught can be con-
tacted at haught36@marshall.
edu.
Marijuana ads stir the pot over drug safety, free speech
By ROB HOTAKAINEN
MCCLATCHY WASHINGTON BUREAU 
(MCT)When televangelist Pat Robertson announced his support for legaliz-ing marijuana last year, pot backers wasted no time in putting his picture on an electronic billboard in Colorado.Marijuana billboards have popped up along busy freeways from Seattle to Florida. In September, one greeted fans going to Sports Authority Field at 
Mile High in Denver for the first NFL game of the season. In July, pot sup-porters tried to get a video ad on a 
jumbo screen outside a NASCAR event in Indianapolis, but objections forced them to pull it at the last minute.In the latest twist, pro-pot bill-boards are emblazoned on city buses in Portland, Maine, aimed at winning 
votes for a Nov. 5 ballot measure that 
would make the city the first on the East Coast to legalize marijuana for recreational use.Critics fear that the increased ad-vertising is a sign of things to come as support for legalization continues 
to grow, reflected by a Gallup poll 
released last week that found back-ing from a record high 58 percent of Americans. They see the stepped-up promotion as a dangerous trend that will lead to more drug abuse among children.While the Greater Portland Transit District has banned tobacco ads, it accepted $2,500 to display the mari-juana billboards on the exterior of four of its 32 city buses and in two bus shelters. The ads, which debuted early this month, are set to run until Election Day.In one ad, a bespectacled woman says: “I prefer marijuana over alcohol because it’s less toxic, so there’s no hangover.” Another features a smiling young man who says he prefers pot over booze “because it doesn’t make me rowdy or reckless.”
Transit officials say the ads are constitutionally protected political speech since they also encourage a “yes” vote on a city ballot initiative.“We’re allowing this message because it’s political speech. It’s de-signed to help change a law,” said Gregory Jordan, the general manager 
of the transit district. “It’s not the pro-motion of a commercial product. We don’t have a position on the content of the advertising, just that it’s a politi-cal message and by its very nature it’s protected by the First Amendment.”Opponents say the ads go well be-yond endorsing a ballot measure, instead promoting an illegal product. They say the ads shouldn’t be allowed in places where they’re so easily viewed by youths, including high school students who ride city buses to school.“What we say and what we do is being watched by the kids in our com-munities, and they look to us for clues on what’s acceptable and what’s nor-mal and how they should act,” said Jo Morrissey, the project manager for a substance abuse group called 21 Rea-sons, which asked the transit district to drop the ads.She said the transit line was violat-ing its own policies by allowing the ads because it was promoting an ille-gal product.
Police 
Blotter
By MAGGIE SMITH
THE PARTHENONAll incidents reported by the Marshall University Police Department.OCT. 23:At 11:15 a.m., police responded to reports of a car crash at the Joan C. Edwards Stadium parking 
lot. No injuries were reported and both cars able to drive away from the scene. OCT. 26:A person reported that her cell phone had been stolen from 
the fifth floor bathroom in Smith Hall. She claimed that she had left it for a brief period of time and 
returned to find it missing. The person who found the phone in the restroom turned it in Monday. OCT. 27: The father of a person who’s phone was missing reported to police that they used a phone 
finder app and believed it was at 
the Huntington Mall. Officers lo-cated the phone and determined that the suspect had tried to use a cash-back phone service, called ecoATM, in order to receive money for the phone. MUPD retrieved the phone and called ecoATM service people who helped police determine the identity of the sus-pect. Criminal complaints have 
been filed against him. OCT. 28: A person walked into the de-partment to report that his backpack had been stolen from his custodial cart on the third 
floor of Corbly Hall. He noticed the black and dark grey Solo back-pack missing at 8 p.m. Friday. The bag had a Bible, a wallet with his debit card and driver’s license, personal items and his work keys. 
By MORGAN WRIGHT
THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Student Government Association will sponsor the Combat Veterans 5k Run/Walk at 
8 a.m., Nov. 16 on Veteran’s Memorial Boulevard.
The race will benefit the Wounded Warrior Project. The Wounded War-rior Project helps injured service members, and enlists the public’s aid for their needs.
Vice President Ashley Lyons said she looks forward to having stu-dents participate in the 5k with the veterans.“It’s a great way to get our students involved and aware of some of the dif-ferent things the veterans do for us,” Lyons said. “It’s all around a great com-munity service activity, and I’m really glad that SGA can sponsor this event.”
The 5k will be the first event that Veterans Affairs puts on.
“The Veterans Affairs position is a new position this year, so I am really glad that we can get it off the ground with this 5k,” Lyons said. “Most of the veterans are nontraditional students and this is a great way to get them in-volved on campus.”Veterans Liaison Ty Carlton got the idea for the 5k from his frater-nity’s chapter at Cleveland State. The Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity put on a 24-hour run for veterans. Although 
a 24-hour run wasn’t feasible this year, Carlton still has high hopes for the 5k.“We decided to do this 5k to ben-efit disabled and wounded veterans in both Iraq and Afghanistan wars,” Carlton said. “I, as a veterans liai-son, wanted to create an event that will bring both Marshall students and veterans that are on campus to-gether for a charitable cause. There are 500 veterans on campus, and 
SGA wants them to feel as welcome as any other son and daughter of Marshall.”The 5k entrance fee is $20 before 
Nov. 4, and $25 after Nov. 4. The first 
100 people to preregister before Nov. 4th will receive a free t-shirt. You can register online at tristateracer.com. All proceeds will be donated to the Wounded Warrior Project. 
Morgan Wright can be contacted 
at wright265@marshall.edu.
By ANDREA STEELE
THE PARTHENON“How many of you personally known someone, or have been af-fected by cancer yourself?” This question was asked to a room filled with sorority and fraternity mem-bers from Marshall University’s campus. As Kyle Rheude, sophomore nurs-ing major from Cincinnati, Ohio, asked those in attendance to stand if they had ever known someone who had experienced cancer or had been affected by cancer themselves, before long no one in the room was left sitting.“Cancer affects us all,” Rheude said. Rheude is a member of Alpha Sigma Phi as well as president of Colleges Against Cancer and the director for Marshall’s Coaches vs. Cancer, an event they are currently working toward happening Feb. 1.
Coaches vs. Cancer is a nation-wide event to motivate teams and communities to join the fight against cancer. It’s a collaboration of the American Cancer Society and 
the National Association of Basket-ball Coaches.The American Cancer Soci-ety is Alpha Sigma Phi’s local philanthropy.“It was really nice to be able to talk to the whole Greek community about it,” Rheude said. “Cancer hits all of us, and the fact we can try to get Marshall to rally as a commu-nity and raise money for cancer is such an incredible thing.”With involving the entire Mar-shall Greek community this year, Rheude believes they can reach their goal of $30,000 for the Ameri-can Cancer Society.“It’s possible,” Rheude said. “But not easy.”The meeting Tuesday was to 
promote the upcoming relay event in the Greek community and to in-form those in attendance of how it will become a Greek week event this year, Rheude said. “We are still working on getting sponsors, donations and teams to-gether for the Relay for Life event April 11,” he said.This was the Greek kick off for Relay for Life and the theme this 
year is Represent the Night, which they will promote through social media using hashtags.“We really want to promote Relay for Life as much as we can this year,” Rheude said.If interested in participating in the upcoming Relay for Life event this year, visit www.relayforlife.org/MUWV to sign up a team, which can be an organization, group of friends or a family. 
Andrea can be contacted at 
steele98@marshall.edu.
Marshall University sorority and fraternity members meet in the Don Morris Room at the Memorial Student Center Tuesday 
to discuss the Relay for Life event happening in April. ANDREA STEELE | THE PARTHENON
Marshall sororities, fraternities join 
fight against cancer, Relay For Life
Marshall SGA to sponsor benefit 5k for veterans
football team needs the field, we have to move some-where else. With us having an indoor facility it makes everything 10 times easier because that’s our home, and we don’t have to go any-where else.”Injuries are always an issue for any athlete, but assistant 
track and field coach Don Yentes said having a track to train on should help decrease the amount of injuries the la-dies incur as well as provide consistency to their training.  “One of the things it’s go-ing to add is it will cut down a lot of our lower leg injuries that females sometimes get 
from training on turf,” Yen-tes said. “Sometimes what we can do in training is de-termined by the weather. It’s not as bad here as some of the places I’ve been in the past, but by having that you can be able to set up a pretty steady training regi-ment, which will make it a 
lot easier on the ladies to gain successes because of that facility.”Senior multi Elaine Der-ricott said there is one major thing missing from the track and field program and once it’s here more athletes will want to come to Marshall.“When everybody hears 
we don’t have a track that’s kind of a negative for us,” Derricott said. “I mean we are a track team, so we need a track to run on. But I think having a track, of course, will be a plus; there are not too many negatives to the 
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Men’s Soccer Falls 2-0 to the Wildcats
PHOTO COURESY OF HERDZONE
The men’s soccer team during a 2013 match. The Herd faced Kentucky Wednesday night at The 
Veteran’s Memorial Soccer complex for its second to last home match of the season.
By COURTNEY SEALEY
FOR THE PARTHENONFlorida Atlantic University will face a tough homecoming foot-ball game this weekend as they will be without head coach Carl Pelini and defensive coordinator Pete Rekstis, who resigned af-ter alleged drug use. Rumors swirled on Twitter early Wednesday morning with mention of law enforcement seen going into the football facili-ties. The coaches allegedly smoked marijuana at a party they had attended. In a later unscheduled press conference, FAU athletic director Pat Chun announced the two head coaches had resigned. Chun said he accepted their resignations after he had confronted them Monday about reports relating to their use of illegal drugs and they admitted the allegations were true.  “On Monday, I was made aware of these concerns and I im-mediately reported the allegations to our general counsel,” Chun said. “The university acted quickly and decisively to follow up and take action that is in the best interests of our student-athletes and the university overall.”The athletic director also said the university has no reason to believe any other staff were involved and that he wanted to emphasize that nothing takes a higher priority than the health, safety and well-being of the student athletes. 
The coaches were both escorted off campus together by police, which is a university policy. The university treated the matter as a human resource issue. Neither coach was allowed to address the football players before their departure. Chun called the players together for a meeting shortly be-fore his press conference, and said the players’ reactions were shock, dismay and belief. The university plans to reach out to any student-athletes who might have questions or concerns that need to be addressed.The ex-coaches could not be reached for a statement on the matter, but Chun did release a statement based on Pelini’s behalf.“I apologize for exercising poor judgment,” Pelini said. “My greatest concerns at this time are for my family, the dedicated FAU players and my staff. I am confident that Pat Chun and the university administration will continue to move the program forward.”Offensive coordinator Brian Wright will take over as the pro-gram’s interim head coach for the season’s remaining four games. The Owls are currently 2-6 on the season and will host Confer-ence USA West Division co-leader Tulane Saturday at home. Wright has a long resume of coaching experience. Since 2001, he has worked with Youngstown State and Montana State be-fore being hired at FAU as the offensive coordinator. FAU did not start its football program until 2001. Pelini was only FAU’s second ever head football coach and was in his 
second season. The Owls were hoping to improve this foot-ball season on the 3-9 mark of its 2012 season. Before FAU, Pelini was defensive coordinator and defensive line coach at Nebraska where he severed under his brother, Bo Pelini. 
Currently, no charges have been filed against Pelini or Reks-tis.  
Courtney Sealey can be contacted at sealey3@marshall.
edu.
FAU HEAD COACH RESIGNS 
AMIDST  DRUG  USE   ALLEGATIONS
Track and field looking forward to new facility
By TAYLOR KIRCHWEHM
THE PARTHENONWith a six-lane 300 meter indoor track in the process of being built, this track and field season will be the last season the ladies will have no facility to call their own.There are many positives to this indoor practice facility including providing present and future track and field athletes their own workout space as well as help grow and improve the program. The team practices all over from the football field to Level E of the Cam Hen-derson Center to Huntington High School’s track. Senior jumper Jasia Rich-ardson said the new facility will give them a space to work out and call their own. “It’ll be easier to do your workouts because right now without the track, we find places to work out around other people’s schedules,” Richardson said. “If the 
By ANDREW HARRISON
THE PARTHENONThe Herd took on the Kentucky Wildcats Wednesday at Veterans Memorial Soccer Com-plex.  The Wildcats took the matchup 2-0 as 
Marshall is still looking for the elusive first conference win of the season.Marshall fell to 2-9-6 on the season, as Ken-tucky moved up to 5-8-2. The all-time series between these two teams is 14-15-3. The Ken-tucky Wildcats came into the matchup with a record of 0-2-1 in its last three games. The Wildcats have also had ups and downs in re-gards to play in the month of October.The Herd has continued to struggle in the month of October. Through six matches this month Marshall has compiled a 0-3-3 record. The Herd has been shut out on five occasions.
The first half started with back and forth play between both teams. Marshall early on began to show strength on its offensive attack as the Herd put pressure against the Kentucky back line on defense. “Our game plan was to jump on them, be-cause we knew they were going to do the same 
to us,” senior midfielder Zach Hunter said. At the half, the game was knotted up 0-0. Kentucky tried to mount a counter attack but was incapable of putting up more than one 
shot on goal in the first half. The Wildcats only shot on goal came from the teams redshirt senior defender Brad Doliner. Doliner is second on the team in points behind combo forward Isak Krogstad. In 45 
minutes of play Krogstad was not able to get anything going, as he recorded no shots on goal.Kentucky began the game physical, as in the 
first half Kentucky fouled a total of six times to the Herd’s three.Marshall in the first 45 minutes was the more aggressive team breaking through the Kentucky back line to compile eight shots with five of the shot being on goal. The Herd had five different players com-bine for the total shots on goal in the first half. When tied at the half this season, Marshall has posted a 2-1-4 record.At the start of the second half, the Wildcats started off quick putting the pressure on the Herd by breaking through the back line for the 
first score of the game by Kentucky forward Tyler Riggs as Kentucky took the momentum from the Herd.  With that goal Riggs has two goals total on the season.“They were able to keep the ball and get us chasing,” Marshall head coach Bob Gray said. Roles reversed for both teams as Marshall started to struggle on its counter attack and Kentucky continued to apply pressure, which 
the Wildcats struggled with in the first half. “They got one chance and that sums up our 
season,“ Gray said. “We get four or five shots 
and we didn’t finish, they get one good look and they put it away.” The Wildcats continued the amped up pressure as a penalty with six minutes and 30 seconds to go was awarded to Kentucky against Marshall sophomore defender Matt 
Freeman.  Kentucky defender Brad Doliner lined up in the box as he went top shelf with the shot against junior goalkeeper Danny Sellitti to add another goal to the Wildcats lead.
The Herd will travel to Charlotte, N.C., Saturday to play the Charlotte 49ers.
Andrew Harrison can be contacted at harri-
son96@marshall.edu.
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EDITORIAL
Voice your opinion. It is your right. Answer our poll at 
www.marshallparthenon.com or tweet us your answer at @MUParthenon.
YOU CAN BE HERD
The Parthenon, Marshall University’s student newspaper, is published 
by students Monday through Friday during the regular semester and 
Thursday during the summer. The editorial staff is responsible for news 
and editorial content.
CONTACT US: 109 Communications Bldg.|Marshall University|One John Marshall Drive
Huntington, West Virginia 25755|parthenon@marshall.edu|@MUParthenon
The Constitution of the
United States of America
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of 
religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the 
freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people to 
peaceably assemble; and to petition the Government for a redress 
of grievances.
THE FIRST 
AMENDMENT
Please keep letters to the edi-tor at 300 words or fewer. They must be saved in Microsoft Word and sent as an attach-ment. Longer letters may be used as guest columns at the editor’s discretion. Guest col-umn status will not be given at the author’s request. All letters must be signed and include an address or phone number for 
confirmation. Letters may be edited for grammar, libelous statements, available space or factual errors. Compelling 
letters  that are posted on The Parthenon website, www.mar-shallparthenon.com, can be printed at the discretion of the editors.
The opinions expressed in 
the columns and letters do 
not necessarily represent the 
views of The Parthenon staff.Please send news releases to the editors at parthenon@marshall.edu. Please keep in mind, letters are printed based on timeliness, news-worthiness and space.
GUIDELINES FOR SENDING LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Online Polls
What is your favorite Halloween 
activity?
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Carving pumpkins
Haunted houses
Costume parties
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36%
Which new movie release are you 
most excited for?
“12 Years A Slave”
“Carrie”
“The Fifth Estate”
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MCT CAMPUS
COLUMN
NATIONAL EDITORIAL
By TOM STANDAGE
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)Today it’s easy to assume that social media platforms are a recent development, a phenom-enon unique to the Internet age. But the exchange of media along social networks of friends and acquaintances is in fact much older than Facebook, Twitter or MySpace.Consider the situation in the late Roman republic, in the 1st century BC. At the time there were no printing presses and no paper. Instead, information circulated among the intermar-ried families of the Roman elite through the exchange of papyrus rolls. The correspondence of the Roman statesman Marcus Tullius Cicero, the best preserved collec-tion of letters from the period, shows that he and his friends wrote to one another constantly, recounting the latest political machinations, passing on items of interest from others and pro-viding commentary and opinion.Books circulated in a simi-lar way, as sets of papyrus rolls passed from one reader to the next. Anyone who wished to re-tain a copy of a speech or book would have it copied by scribes before passing it on. People in Rome also sent their friends ex-cerpts from the state gazette, a bulletin posted in the Forum each 
day containing official announce-ments and summaries of political debates.
With information flitting from one person to another, this infor-mal system enabled information to reach the farthest corners of the Roman world within a few weeks. 
News from Rome took about five weeks to reach Britain in the west and seven weeks to reach Syria in the east. Merchants, soldiers and 
officials in distant parts would cir-culate information from the heart of the republic within their own social circles, sharing extracts from letters, speeches or the state gazette with their friends and passing news and rumors from the frontier back to their contacts in Rome.This was a world in which 
people gathered, filtered and distributed information for their friends. It was, in short, a social media system.This is just one of many histori-cal antecedents of today’s social media. Other notable examples include the circulation of letters 
and other documents in the early Christian church; the stream of news sheets and pamphlets that coursed through Enlightenment coffeehouses; the journals and correspondence societies that 
enabled far-flung scientists to dis-cuss and build on one another’s work; the pamphlets and local papers that rallied support for American independence; and the handwritten poems and newslet-ters of pre-Revolutionary France, which spread rumor and gossip within Paris and beyond.For most of history, in fact, me-dia was social. The emergence of centralized mass media such as newspapers, radio and television is a very recent phenomenon, and is arguably a historical anomaly. Today we like to draw a distinc-tion between “new” media based on digital technologies and the “old” media that came before it. But the centralized, impersonal distribution systems of old media only emerged in the mid-1800s, and the situation before then — what could be termed the era of “really old media” — has many similarities with today’s media environment. In many respects, the emergence of Internet-based social media in recent years is therefore a return to the way things used to be.These similarities can be in-structive because it turns out that ancient forms of social me-dia prompted many of the same questions that Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr and the rest have raised today. Do new forms of social media lead to a trivialization and coarsening of public discourse, for example? How should those in authority respond when they face criticism in social media? To what extent can social media help bring about political change? Is it all just a distracting waste of time?Examining the impact of social media systems that arose in cen-turies past can help us answer these questions and put today’s worries in perspective. At the same time, our modern experi-ence of social media enables us to see the past with new eyes. The deepest lesson is that when you send a tweet or share a link on Facebook, you are continuing a deep and rich tradition of person-to-person sharing that goes back to Roman times, more than 2,000 years ago. Social media does not simply link us to each other today — it also links us to the past.
Social media is so 1st century BC
SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS (MCT)In July 2007, presidential candidate Barack Obama declared that the United States needed a foreign policy that re-claimed the moral high ground, saying: “This is our moment to renew the trust and faith of our people — and all people — in an America that battles immediate evils, promotes an ultimate good, and leads the world once more.”As president, Obama is responsible for keeping international terrorists at bay, and he has largely succeeded. He approached the challenge with a 21st century military mindset, relying heav-ily on technology. But it’s time to take a hard look at the long term cost of his ap-proach, particularly in light of his stated foreign policy goal.Consider events of three consecutive days last week:On Wednesday, the president had to call an irate German Chancellor Angela Merkel, who had been told the National Security Agency was listening to her cellphone calls. He assured her that was not happening. Not now, anyway. He 
was vague about whether it ever hap-pened. More countries chimed in on the outrage later in the week.On Tuesday two respected groups, Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch, released separate reports documenting dozens of civilian deaths in U.S. drone strikes in Pakistan and Yemen. Amnesty officials said some of the strikes could be classified as war crimes.On Monday, the French government summoned Charles Rivkin, the U.S. ambassador, to demand an immediate explanation of reports that the NSA had recorded more than 70 million French phone calls over a 30-day period in 2012. The French said spying on allies was “unacceptable.”That’s a matter of degree, of course. Countries spy on allies all the time. But the capacity to invade the personal pri-vacy of millions of people is relatively new. And the potential of drones to take out terrorists without risking Ameri-can lives must be almost irresistible to a president determined not to have 
another Sept. 11 on his watch.Obama told French President Fran-cois Hollande later in the week that the United States has begun to review the way it gathers intelligence in its pursuit of legitimate safety goals.He has also said that a review of U.S. drone policy is in order, although he maintains that all the targets have met his threshold of posing an immi-nent threat to U.S. interests. (People of Pakistan, who apparently see drones buzzing around like mosquitoes over a Mississippi swamp, may beg to differ.)It’s naive to think a government could be totally transparent about strategies like eavesdropping and drones with-out destroying their effectiveness. But Obama has neglected to strike a defen-sible balance between these tactics and the moral imperative of a nation that — to borrow his words — “promotes an ultimate good.” He needs to identify that balance and reclaim the moral high ground. He should have done it before our top allies and groups like Amnesty International came at him.
Obama needs to reclaim moral high 
ground on privacy, drone attacks
Nondiscrimination act is long overdue
Under federal law, it is illegal to dis-criminate in the workplace based on race, sex, nationality, age or disability. What is still legal? Discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity.However, this may soon become a thing of the past.Sen. Joe Manchin III was the last of the Democrats in the Senate to say he will vote for the Employment Nondiscrimination Act’s passage. With Manchin’s support, all 55 members of the majority now back the bill. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid said he also has the support of a few Re-publican senators, meaning the bill should have no problem being passed by the 
Senate. The Republican-led House of Rep-resentatives, however, is another story.The bill has had a long road to reach this point. It’s been fought for, fought against and introduced in every Congress since 1994, except the 109th. That’s nearly 20 years of allowing discrimination when it could have been stopped long ago. The last major piece of gay rights legislation that Congress passed was the repeal of the military’s “don’t ask, don’t tell” ban. Needless to say, the passage of the ENDA into law is long overdue.With women’s rights and the civil rights movement, we as a country came to the realization that the discrimination was 
unfounded and ludicrous. It’s no differ-ent with the rights of LGBT Americans. 
No one should be fired based on race, sex, or yes, even sexual orientation or gender identity. One day, years from now, Americans will look back and realize the years Congress spent rejecting this bill were extremely counterproductive. In that time, we could have made great strides in securing the 
rights of all Americans instead of fight-ing the inevitable. As with women’s rights and the rights of African-Americans, the injustice will one day be too large to ig-nore. The passage of the ENDA will just be another step in that direction.
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Marshall President Ste-phen J. Kopp presented a report that focused on the university’s recent successes such as the full accreditation for the medical school and the on-going construction projects, 
which remain on track with time and budget. Kopp reintroduced the is-sue of the future reductions in funding for public higher education, which could reach or exceed a 7.5 per-cent loss in 2015. 
Alison Wickline can 
be contacted at  wick-
line19@marshall.edu.
“My son Elijah is having his first year of trick or treating, last year he was too young to go trick or treating. We picked a duck because it is his favorite animal, and he calls it a ‘Duck Duck’ and it’s basi-cally the only thing he wants to wear,” Beth Caruthers said. “We are so glad that Marshall had this so that my parents especially knowing tomorrow it’s going to rain. It’s nice to come back and see how ev-erything has changed. INTO Marshall is also new.” As previously mentioned, 
one of the salient benefits of trick-or-treating at the dorms is the safe environment it 
provides. When examining this, it really stands out how important safety is to parents, especially with holidays such as Halloween.“It’s my son’s first Hal-loween so I feel pretty good about being here,” Elyssa Elza said. “I think it brings the community together more and opens it up es-pecially when it comes to coming to Marshall.”So with Halloween in full swing and trick-or-treaters afoot around Marshall, be sure to keep your candy at the ready if you happen to find a little monster knocking at your door.
Justin DePamphilis can be 
contacted at depamphilis@
marshall.edu. 
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When he allegedly alerted his bank about the card, he discovered it had been used three times. The case is still open and police have no suspects at this time. A person reported to the police that his roommate in 
Haymaker Hall had alleg-edly stolen his Xbox in return for an unpaid debt. When 
contacted by officers, the roommate said he had re-turned the gaming console to the room.
Maggie Smith can be 
contacted at smith1769@
marshall.edu. 
“I don’t know how you can slice it any other way, when you say that marijuana is safer than alcohol,” Morrissey said. “I don’t know what they’re trying to say other than their product is better.”Jordan said the transit line, which serves nearly 1.5 million riders a year, was on solid legal ground but that he understood the criticism: “I can certainly see how 
maybe it’s a fine distinction.”David Boyer, the Maine political direc-tor for the Marijuana Policy Project, which bought the ads, said the backlash had sur-prised him. He defended the ads, saying it’s important that everyone, including kids, knows that marijuana is safer than alcohol.“When you don’t talk to kids like they have a brain, then they kind of resent you for it and they end up turning everything else out that you do say,” Boyer said. “I think you do the best with them by telling them the truth.”Legalization opponents say marijuana is 
addictive and should remain classified as a 
controlled substance.“We’re witnessing the birth of Big Mari-juana,” said Kevin Sabet, the director of the University of Florida Drug Policy Institute and a former adviser on drug issues to President Barack Obama and Presidents George W. Bush and Bill Clinton. “And I really worry about the messages this ad-vertising is going to be sending to kids, giving them the impression that marijuana is safe.”He said the marijuana industry was relying on similar tactics that had helped advance the tobacco industry: “It’s the advertising. It’s the billboards. It’s the vending machines. It’s the lobbying groups, all the things that Big To-bacco has mastered for 80 years.”
The Portland vote is the first ballot test for legalization backers since last Novem-ber, when Washington state and Colorado approved plans to sell and tax the drug for recreational use beginning next year. If the measure passes, residents of Maine’s larg-est city who are 21 and older each will be allowed to possess up to 2.5 ounces of marijuana.“It would be big for the East Coast, 
especially New England,” Boyer said. “It’s just another domino. And this movement has gained tremendous momentum in the last year.”So far, 20 states and Washington, D.C., have approved the use of marijuana for medical purposes. The Marijuana Policy Project has targeted 10 states for full le-galization by 2017. If the plans succeed, Alaska will vote next year, followed by Maine, California, Nevada, Hawaii, Mary-land, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, Arizona and Vermont.That means one thing: Expect more ads.If they get more people talking, the spon-sors will be happy.“People are not used to hearing about marijuana via billboards or bus ads, so they tend to spark quite a bit of public interest and dialogue,” said Mason Tvert, the director of communications for the Marijuana Policy Project. “Our goal is to get people thinking and talking to one another 
about marijuana. We are confident it will lead to greater understanding of the sub-stance and broader support for ending its prohibition.”
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THE PARTHENONThe Marshall University Foundation presents Paula Tompkins’ “Energy, Em-powerment and Enterprise” lecture Thursday. The lecture will begin at 5 p.m. at the Marshall Univer-sity Foundation Hall, 519 John Marshall Drive, home of the Erickson Alumni Center. Paula Tompkins, Mar-shall alumna, is the CEO and founder of ChannelNet, a mar-
keting and sales firm.Tompkins began her ca-reer working in sales and marketing at 3M, General Electric and several tech-nology start-ups, according to the ChannelNet website. Along with other accom-plishments, she invented Skytray, an interactive elec-tronic advertising medium designed for airline passen-gers for Altus Corporation. Founded in 1985, Chan-nelNet specializes in 
multichannel marketing and sales solutions based on In-ternet technology. The company’s client list includes automobile com-panies Ford, General Motors and Toyota. ChannelNet also works with technology com-panies, IBM and Intel, and retailers, Saks Fifth Avenue and Macy’s. The company has worked with Coca Cola, La-Z-Boy and Benjamin Moore Paints.Ronald G. Area, CEO of the Marshall University Foun-dation Inc., said that Paula Tompkins’ lecture will be very entertaining. “This will be an inter-esting and enlightening hour of meeting and hear-ing about the success of an alum from Marshall,” said Area. Light refreshments will be served during the lecture. The dress is business casual.
Paula Tompkins 
to speak ThursdayBy BRITANY MILLERTHE PARTHENONLoving friends, fans and family will all come together this weekend to remember Chuk “Fowlord” Fowler, a prominent mem-ber of Huntington’s music scene, through a 
series of benefit concerts.Fowler, 36, died unexpectedly in his sleep Oct. 19. Born and raised on the Northside of Chicago, Fowler made the move to Guy-andotte at age 13 with his father and the local scene was never the same.“He’s been a staple in the Huntington music scene since 1990,” Don Duncan, 
long-time friend and V Club benefit coor-dinator, said. “He loved music; it was his life. The spectrum of music that he enjoyed was just across the board--everything from Abba to Cannibal Corpse.”Over the years, Fowler entertained the masses under the name DJ Gilbert Grape’s Mom and played in a string of local bands to include Killbot, Polish Corn Dogs and Back Stabbath. Most recently, he was the frontman for the stoner/doom metal com-pilation, Wizards of Ghetto Mountain, and host of the V Club Night Club’s monthly punk and metal showcase, “The Doom 
Room.” Fowler had also recently returned to Marshall as part of the journalism school family, having declared a major in broad-cast journalism just earlier this semester.“He was a mountain of a man, in more ways than one,” Duncan said. “Just a great guy, everyone in the music scene loved him.” Duncan said between 200 and 300 peo-ple came out to show their support during 
the final Doom Room Oct. 22, following Fowler’s passing.To further memorialize the man behind the legend, Duncan and others began coor-dinating a way to help alleviate the costs of arrangements and for a proper headstone. What better way to celebrate Fowler’s life than through a gathering of his nearest and dearest musical cohorts? Concerts honoring his passing will take place in Huntington both Friday and Saturday. Cover proceeds and donations at both events will help Fowler’s father to cover funeral expenses.Friday, The V Club Night Club, located at 741 Sixth Ave., will host “A Memorial Cel-ebration for Chuk Fowler” featuring live performances by Empure, Hard Times, Stations, Old Man Mason, Living Saints 
and The Fabulous Brothers Steele. Attend-ees can also help through the purchase of baked goods and memorial tees designed by Jimbo Valentine and printed on site by Brand Yourself during the event. Guests may also help through participation in both 
a raffle and auction for everything from signed Unknown Hinson memorabilia to local gift cards and a $50 Empty Glass bar tab. Tickets are a $10 donation.Saturday, Crowbar, located at1345 Fourth Ave., will host another full lineup, where supporters will have the chance to catch Old Man Mason for the second night in a row. The event will also feature Bad Terms, Carved Out, Last Days of the Sun and Poetik. Doors will open at 9 p.m., and admission to the 18 and up show is a $5 donation. Donations may also be made through any number of supportive local bands, to include Deadbeats and Barkers, AC30 and the Dinosaur Burps, who will be raising money through their Charleston performance this Friday for those unable to attend either Huntington showing.
 Britany Miller can be contacted at 
miller433@marshall.edu.
Local musicians honor the fallen Fowlord
PHOTOS BY SAM SPECIALE | THE PARTHENON
TOP LEFT: 18 month old Elijah Caruthers in his "Duck Duck" costume
BELOW: James Woolfork, 1, in his Cookie Monster costume and Rajan Thompson, 2, in his 
Spiderman costume. 
program already. So tak-ing away this one negative of course will help get more recruits and better recruits having a track.” The Herd added nine new members to the team this year without even having a facility to show-case. Richardson said that number will only continue to increase with an indoor track. “We had a really big freshman class that came in, and that’s without a track,” Richardson said. “So can you imagine with 
a track, a 300-meter track indoor, what that will bring in? Not only another big group of freshman, but a more talented, big group of freshman.”This $25 million project is located just behind the Joan C. Edwards Stadium. Along with providing the track team a track, the facil-ity will include a 120-yard football field to be used by the football team, and a hitting area for the base-ball and softball teams. The building is expected to open August 2014.
Taylor Kirchwehm can 
be contacted at kirch-
wehm@marshall.edu.
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TODAY IN THE LIFE!
By MARK OLSEN
LOS ANGELES TIMES (MCT)The superhero origin story has become popular in the last few years, so it makes sense the form might also spread to sto-ries outside the comic-book genre — like 
Beat generation writers. The new film “Kill Your Darlings” tells the tale of how before they were Ginsberg, Kerouac and Burroughs, they were just Allen, Jack and William, young men settling into the paths that would lead them to the literary landmarks of “Howl,” “On the Road” and “Naked Lunch,” respectively.The drama — starring Daniel Radcliffe, Dane DeHaan and Michael C. Hall — fo-cuses on 1943 and 1944, when the three were brought together by Lucien Carr, who surrounded himself with artists, cre-ativity and culture and has been described as both “muse” and “midwife” to the Beats. Carr’s role in the legacy of the Beats has largely been lost in the blur of his killing of another man; “Kill Your Darlings” looks to replace that missing puzzle piece.
The film, which opened Wednesday, is the feature debut from director John Krokidas, who co-wrote the screenplay with his former college roommate, Aus-tin Bunn. The movie took some 10 years 
to pull together from the time Bunn first told Krokidas about Carr’s story. The 
film explores a complicated roundelay in the intertwined relationships among Carr and the man he killed, David Kam-merer; Carr and Ginsberg, Kerouac and Burroughs; and all of them to the literary establishment and cultural attitudes of their day.Yet even with the details that emerged from their research into Carr’s enigmatic relationship with Kammerer, a bond that pointed toward codependency and dysfunction, there was always another relationship that for Kroki-das and Bunn formed the center of their story.“The more important relationship in the movie to me really is the one between Allen and Lucien,” said Krokidas in an interview alongside Radcliffe and DeHaan in Los Angeles.
“The film is intentionally a love letter to the Beats because they meant so much to us,” 
explained Krokidas, 40, who splits his time be-tween New York and Los Angeles. “But I also aspire for it to be for anyone who has had that feeling of wanting to do something unique or important with their lives, wanting to say some-thing somehow to the world. And with these guys that might never have happened if it weren’t for Lucien Carr.”Radcliffe, Jack Huston and Ben Foster play Ginsberg, Kerouac and Burroughs, respectively, with DeHaan as Carr and Hall as Kammerer. Eliz-abeth Olsen plays Kerouac’s girlfriend, Jennifer Jason Leigh plays Ginsberg’s mother, while in a witty touch, Ginsberg’s father is portrayed by Da-vid Cross, who himself played Allen Ginsberg in Todd Haynes’ “I’m Not There.”With indie veteran Christine Vachon as a pro-ducer, “Kill Your Darlings” is rather ambitious for a relatively low-budget movie, a period picture 
shot in 24 days and made for around $4 million.
The film, however, does have some contempo-
rary flourishes: In trying to capture the energy and spirit of the Beats’ work, Krokidas set aside historical accuracy at moments to use contem-porary music by groups such as TV on the Radio and the Libertines to pull the Beats out of history and forward into the modern day.“It’s as much how they did what they did as what they did,” said Radcliffe of the ongoing in-
fluence of the Beats. “That kind of wild abandon 
is very exciting and infectious, and that’s one of the reasons they are still so popular today. They have come to be a sort of avatar for any genera-tion’s idea of rebellion.”
The film actually marks the first time Rad-
cliffe, a veteran at age 24, has shot a film in America. (He even got his Screen Actors Guild card.) As he puts the title role of the “Harry Potter” franchise further behind him, Radcliffe was recently at the Toronto International Film Festival not only with “Kill Your Darlings” but also the romantic comedy “The F Word” and the fantasy drama “Horns.”
Krokidas first spoke with Radcliffe about the role when the actor was appearing in a 2008 production of “Equus” on Broadway. When 
Radcliffe’s appearances in the final two “Harry 
Potter” films made the actor unavailable as “Kill 
Your Darlings” was coming together, the director looked to recast the part with Jesse Eisenberg. Then when Eisenberg dropped out — “Thank you, Jesse,” joked Radcliffe — the timing was right for Radcliffe to step back into the role.When “Darlings” had its world premiere in January at the Sundance Film Festival, Rad-
cliffe’s explicit gay sex scene got audiences talking.Playing as part of a montage in which the 
characters all move toward their next phase, the moment is placed against Carr’s killing of Kam-merer, Kerouac grieving for a friend who died in World War II and Burroughs’ nascent intrave-nous drug use.
As the film has moved closer to release, Rad-cliffe has found the scene a frequent topic in interviews, mostly, he believes, because of its contrast with his boy wizard role.“No one else gets asked this,” Radcliffe said. “That’s the reality. You might get asked about what it’s like to play gay or what was it like to 
do a gay sex scene, but not the level of questions of it being a shocking thing or did I think it was a risk.
“No, it’s not a risk to do a gay sex scene,” Radcliffe added. “It’s a risk to do a bad one in a (terrible) movie, but this is a really good movie, 
so it’s not a risk. It is definitely something I feel 
wouldn’t be nearly as talked about if it was not somebody who spent a large part of their life do-ing a kids’ franchise.”
If it was Carr who first brought the Beats-to-be together, the aftermath of Kammerer’s killing had a fracturing effect on their circle. Carr served two years in jail, claiming self-defense against 
Kammerer’s homosexual advances, and after his release went on to a long and respected career as a news editor.Kerouac and Burroughs, who were arrested as 
material witnesses to Carr’s crime, wrote a fic-tionalized account of the Carr / Kammerer story in “And the Hippos Were Boiled in Their Tanks,” which was not published until 2008, three years after Carr’s death.Kerouac would also write a veiled version of the story in his 1968 novel “Vanity of Duluoz.” 
Ginsberg dedicated the first edition of “Howl” to Carr, who then asked for his name to be removed from further editions as he turned away from his pre-Beat past.
“I think the relationship is hard to define be-tween Lucien and David because it’s a really complicated relationship,” said DeHaan. “Espe-cially in that Lucien, after the story, worked so 
hard for this story not to be told. I had to defi-nitely remove myself from the Lucien that Lucien would have wanted to see.”
‘Kill Your Darlings’ is ‘a love letter to the Beats’
Director John Krokidas, left, and Daniel Radcliffe 
talk on the set of "Kill Your Darlings."
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BACK TO MACLAREN'S 
CBS is in talks with producers 
of “How I Met Your Mother,” 
Carter Bays and Craig 
Thomas, for the creation of 
a spinoff from the hit series 
unofficially titled “How I Met 
Your Father.” Deadline reports 
that the series would feature 
new characters, a new group 
of friends and a new lead fe-
male searching for her future 
husband. If confirmed, the 
new characters could be in-
troduced at MacLaren’s Pub 
in the series finale of “How 
I Met Your Mother” as a link 
between the new and the old. 
As CBS’s second highest rated 
comedy series (following “Big 
Bang Theory”), E! News re-
ports the spinoff has a strong 
chance of moving forward. 
In what the Los Angeles Times calls “perhaps the 
most unsurprising announcement ever,” AMC has 
renewed “The Walking Dead” for a fifth season. As 
last season’s biggest scripted show, the premiere 
episode of the drama’s fourth season opened to 
16.1 million viewers, 10.4 million of whom fell 
among the so-called advertiser-coveted demo-
graphic of viewers ages 18 to 49. According 
to AMC president 
Charlie Collier, 
renewal was a 
no-brainer. “This 
is a show that has 
erased traditional 
distinctions be-
tween cable and 
broadcast,” Collier 
said to the Los An-
geles Times. “On 
behalf of the incred-
ible team on both 
sides of the cam-
era, thank you to 
the fans and here’s 
to more ‘Dead’.” 
NO-BRAINER
CAROLYN COLE | LOS 
ANGELES TIME | MCT
